This workshop is designed to help you decide whether franchise ownership is **right for you**. You will learn the differences between start-ups, buying an existing business and franchise ownership. We will **compare the risks** of today's job market with the risks of business ownership. You will gain insight into **top industry sectors** likely to perform well now and over the next few years.

**Topics Covered:**

- **Fit**
  - With so many **options**, how do I find the **right business for me**?

- **Investment Range**
  - What will it cost? Can it be financed?

- **Timing**
  - Is **now a good time** to own a business?

- **Risks**
  - How can you best manage the risks?

**This workshop will be presented by Charlie Magee, a Franchise Specialist with FranNet of Washington.**

www.frannet.com/cmagee
(360) 489-2153.